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Now what is that you, you are saying. In some senses, that's what this device is designed to do. There's no "stock" Android OS - there are only the apps that Google's published in the Play Store. So it's like saying, "I wish Windows was stock with the Windows apps that Microsoft's published" - because they
don't allow you to run the anti-virus/malware software and the adware and spyware that you don't like. So if you don't like the pre-installed apps and you want to install third-party apps, you can root your device and install the apps that you like. However, if you do that, there's no guarantee that you'll be able
to keep the device running smoothly. A lot of users end up creating Android User Apps that take over all the apps and that need to be "watched" because they are so powerful. Android Q is able to self-repair itself and this is one of the new features that Google announced. A lot of manufacturers are releasing

"firmware" updates that include the same self-repair feature. However, you will get to have a device in your hand that is very similar to the original one. For example, Google Pixel 2 already has updated to Android 10 and the look is very similar to Google Pixel 2 XL, but there is a difference. The display is
slightly bigger and it has a notch, but that's about it. There is no limitation on the applications, but obviously, apps that are not played on the Play Store will not be available to you. Just some random points here: 1. Google App is the official ROM. 2. The definition of "stock" here is quite loose, and you can

replace all the system files (binary, kernel, etc.). 3. But you cannot replace the android engine from this ROM. If you do, your device will become an independent system. 4. In the end, "stock" means a system (total Android environment) without replacing the OS code. 5. The definition of "stock" here is quite
loose, and you can replace all the system files (binary, kernel, etc.). 6. But you cannot replace the android engine from this ROM. If you do, your device will become an independent system. 7. In the end, "stock"
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